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100 Parliament Street, London 

 

Attendees 

 

Michael Quinlan (MQ)   Law Society (E&W) & Temple Tax Chambers 

Michael Philips (MP)   HSBC 

Craig Leslie (CR)    Stamp Taxes Practitioners Group & EY 

Fiona Cole (FC)    Stamp Taxes Practitioners Group & KPMG 

Clare Bouwer (CB)   Linklaters LLP 

Giulia Lupato (GL)   WMA 

Robert Van Geffen (RG)   AFME  

Michael McCormick   British Bankers Association 

Andy Bedworth (AB)   HMRC 

Simon English (SE)   HMRC 

Robert Read (RR)   HMRC  

Adam Shooter (AS)   HMRC 

Stephen Roberts (SR)   HMRC 

Anne Berriman (ABer)   HMRC 

 

Apologies 

Peter Stewart (PS)   British Bankers Association 

Peter Downing (PD)   HMRC 

Geoff Yapp (GY)    HMRC 

Christopher Taylor (CT)   HMRC 

 

1. Welcome 

AB welcomed everyone and called the meeting to a start. 

AB explained he was standing in for Peter Downing who was engaged with another matter 

GL said she was standing in for Andy Thompson. 

 

2. Review of minutes of last meeting 

AB reviewed the action points from the previous meeting 

AP 1 closed 

AP 2 closed 

AP 3 on agenda 

AP 4 closed 

AP 5 on agenda 

AP 6 on agenda 

 

3. Stamp Duty Performance 

AS outlined issues with the electronic payment of stamp duty, common issues included –  

 

- Making payments into the wrong account. 

- Making several small payments in respect of one larger amount. 



- Not telling HMRC how and/or when paid. 

- Not sending the payment at all. 

- Sending documents throughout the month and a payment at the end of the month (any 

documents received without payment will be returned).  

- Sending the payment on a different date to the one advised. 

- No or vague payment reference 

- Reference not matching the application for stamping. 

When making an electronic payment of stamp duty it would help HMRC if 

- The application for stamping included the data and amount paid. 

- The application for stamping included the same Alpha reference on the payment and 

application. 

- Providing a copy of the payment remittance printout would be very helpful. 

- It would be helpful if the reference was alpha not numeric and included Agent Name/Name 

of purchaser or name of stock (NOT ISIN). 

- The payment is made into the stamp duty account as detailed on gov.uk 

MQ asked if this was confined to a specific group of customers. AS explained that the issues were 

across the stamp duty customer base. 

 

CR explained the function and flexibility of the 16 digit payment reference that could be included. 

 

AS said we were working to re-word gov.uk to make referencing requirements clearer. 

AS added that HMRC welcomed electronic payments and accepted that this was a change for stamp 

duty away from cheque payment and wanted to make the guidance clearer and help customers 

understand what was needed. 

 

 

4. SDRT Performance 

 

AS talked about the following 

 

SDRT payment dates 

HMRC are tightening up on the use of correct payment dates. A small number of customers are 

settling in CREST but paying outside. In those cases the 14 day payment window applies not the 7th 

of the month. HMRC are reminding customers of the proper due dates and of the penalty and 

interest position where the wrong date is used. 

MQ asked if Paragraph 2 of SI1986/1711 was unclear. 

SE was of the view that this Paragraph was to be interpreted as meaning all securities which are 

transferred and settled or securities “capable” of being reported and transferred, in the CREST. 

AS said that while the majority of customers pay on time, the intention is to ensure the remainder 

are aware of the correct relevant accountable date.  

 

Incorrect Claims for repayment of SDRT 

HMRC have recently had a small number of claims for repayment where the person making the 

claim did not pay us either directly or using CREST and has not provided an appropriate letter of 

authority. While it may be the case they were charged in the chain, as they did not pay and have not 

provided a letter of authority they cannot make a valid claim. 



AS confirmed that the guidance on gov.uk is clear and incorrect claims for repayment have led to a 

refused repayment and penalties. 

Late notices of SDRT charges. 

HMRC have had a number of payments of SDRT where the customer appears to have forgotten to 

give a notice of the transaction(s). Even if these relate to CREST transactions HMRC need to know 

what all payments made to us relate to. HMRC will be following up on this. 

HMRC would prefer customers not to both post and e-mail the same technical queries or reclaim 

unless necessary. In most cases a PDF of a letter and excel spreadsheet will suffice (up to 9MB). 

Receiving two copies of the same correspondence is causing administrative problems in some cases.  

HMRC rarely need hard copy documents unless the document requires stamping. 

 

AS gave out the group e-mail address for SDRT issues of mailbox.sdrt@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk. 

 

CL and FC asked about the 60 day provision where an SDRT liability is known but it is the intention to 

pay SD within 60 days. AS said the provision does not appear in legislation but has practical benefits 

because it is in no one’s interest to take a payment knowing it will have to be refunded soon.  

SE explained the background of the provision and said it was still valid. SE suggested CREST could be 

used, where capable, to report the transaction using flag 3.  

It was confirmed that CT had replied to FC on this issue separately. 

 

5. CREST Enhanced Assessment Service 

SE updated on the background and position so far with regard to Phase 1 & 2 on settlement netting 

and aggregation of transactions. SE explained that he had asked (in respect of Phase 2) for Market 

feedback on the volume/percentage of netting and aggregation undertaken along with details of the 

models used. SE advised that a small number of replies have now been received and HMRC data 

experts were using this data to estimate the true scale and the effects of phase two. SE said he 

hoped to reconvene the Phase 2 external working group shortly with an update of the position. SE 

could not however provide the Group or the Phase 2 external Working Group with a likely date when 

Phase 2 to be implemented. This is largely dependent on the agreed option agreed with the Phase 2 

Group and any necessary changes to the CREST system functionality. 

 

6. CDI/ADR Update 

SE gave a refresher of the background. Following the helpful and comprehensive paper prepared by 

MQ and CL on behalf of the Group outlining reasons why the transfer of a CDI in an ADR covering UK 

securities should be regarded as exempt from SDRT, SE advised that the matter is currently on-going 

with HMRC legal advice sought on the views expressed.  

 

CL/MQ agreed that it would be sensible that once both sides have commented and finalised their 

position on the issues raised in the draft working paper, a final version to be produced and sent to 

HMRC for forwarding to the HMRC Contentious Issues Panel  (where both parties consider the 

matter is best addressed). 

CL and MQ said they were working together to provide a document to go to the HMRC contentious 

issues panel that would go together with HMRC’s view. 

 

7. Funded Debt (S77 FA 1986). 

SE advised that following the last Group discussion, he had circulated a paper to Group for wider 

circulation to their members clarifying HMRC’s position on ‘Funded Debt’, particularly on what is not 



regarded as being within that definition. Subsequent to that circulation, SE stated that HMRC had 

seen a marked reduction in enquiries on this issue. HMRC had also see many instances from 

applications for relief where loan capital, in addition to shares had been successfully transferred by 

the target company and mirrored by the acquiring company.  

 

CB said there were sometimes reasons why companies did not want the debt to be transferred or 

reasons why it couldn’t be done.  

 

 

SE stated that he was aware, however, that the Market still had some uncertainty from their 

perspective on whether the meaning of ‘stock’ within s.77 included loan capital. In this situation, 

HMRC invited further representations giving examples in support although to date, none have been 

received. CB referred to an earlier note prepared by Gordon Keenay on the subject of ‘stock’ but 

agreed a further up to date note with any additional evidence in support would be helpful to HMRC. 

 

 

 

8. Low Strike Price Options - DIMO 

SR recapped the issues. He explained that a consultation was to finish on 3 February 2016 with little 

feedback having been received and none of it negative.  

SR confirmed that the change on budget day 2016 was narrowly targeted to affect shares 

transferred into higher rate clearance services/ADR facilities as a result of an option, and not the 

wider market.  

 

MQ said he expected the practice would simply stop after the changes came into force. 

SR explained that he was working with Euroclear so that CREST would be able to automatically 

charge the higher of market value and strike price if the RO flag was set. However, this functionality 

would not be available from Budget Day. 

AS commented that HMRC have effective tools to monitor such transactions and will be doing so to 

ensure compliance with the changes. 

 

9. Update: Company takeovers effected by a transfer schemes of arrangement 

Following external representations SE confirmed that HMRC had issued revised guidance that where 

the terms of a scheme is silent in requiring a separate instrument of transfer or shares to be 

executed or transferred electronically, HMRC view the approved Court Order sanctioning the 

scheme as the principal instrument upon which stamp duty will be payable. Where however, the 

scheme provides for a separate instrument of transfer (or the shares are to be transferred 

electronically within the CREST system), the instrument or CREST transaction is subject to stamp 

duty (or SDRT) and the Court Order is not subject to stamp. 

 

CB said the guidance had been helpful in clarifying the position. 

 

10. AOB 

CB asked about the removal of HMRC’s Statement of Practice (SOP) 3/84 and its position in relation 

to convertible loan capital. AB and SE explained that this SOP was implemented to provide clarity on 

s.126 (2) FA76 which preceded s.79 (5) FA86. The SOP confirmed that where convertible loan capital 

was capable of being converted into another form of loan capital the latter of which is exempt from 

stamp duty, a transfer of the former falls within stamp duty exemption. As the current wording s.79 



(5) makes clear that where a convertible loan note is converted into another form of loan capital of 

the same description, the s79 (4) FA86 exemption is disapplied, the SOP is effectively superfluous.  

 

FC asked about the impact on Pik notes. AB confirmed that a convertible note that could only be 

converted into exempt securities would also be exempt.  SE also clarified that if the convertible note 

could be converted into another convertible note, the second convertible note, like the first note, 

must also only be capable of being converted into exempt securities for the first convertible note to 

be exempt. 

 

 


